


BELCAR WEB APP
Experience the pulse of every 
race, live updates, driver insights, 
and exclusive content with the 
immersive Belcar web app for 
teams.



DASHBOARD - HOME SCREEN

Join as a team and streamline your 
digital journey: register your cars, 
drivers, and make secure payments 
to join the race.

Stay informed effortlessly with 
a comprehensive home screen 
dashboard.

Access the freshest news, real-time 
updates, and event details hassle-
free.



REGISTRATION STATUS
Use our unique registration process to ensure a quick and easy participation.



MY TEAM

Access your team profile and 
comprehensive details conveniently 
in one place.
Upon sign-up, you’ve already 
provided general information.

To get race-ready, complete driver 
and car registrations, along with 
the payment, before approval to 
join the action.



MY TEAM

Scroll down the team page to view 
and access your drivers, cars and 
payment information.



DRIVERS

Each team relies on its drivers, 
and so do we. Complete your 
registration by enrolling your 
team’s drivers.

For any changes during the season, 
easily edit existing driver profiles 
for seamless updates.

Our and your insurance company 
will thank you for this.



CARS

To enter our championship, it’s vital 
to declare the car(s) you’ll use.

Specify your car choice and class 
(GTA, GTB, TA, TB, TC) here.



MY TEAM

Finalize your team’s registration by 
providing the following details:

- Drivers
- Cars
- Payment completion

Once these steps are done, our 
organization will review your 
information, reflecting your 
registration status.



REGISTRATION STATUS

After submitting your cars, drivers, 
and payment, our organization will 
conduct a thorough check.

During this process, your 
registration status will display as 
‘verifying’.



REGISTRATION STATUS

If any information is incorrect, 
we’ll reject the submission and 
guide you through the process to 
resubmit the accurate details.

Your registration status will display 
as ‘rejected’.



REGISTRATION STATUS

Once all information is accurate, 
and confirmed by the organisation, 
consider it the green light to 
proceed with your registration and 
get ready to race!

Your registration status will display 
as ‘Approved’.



MENU

Explore the menu for a range of 
additional functionalities.

Stay tuned for the upcoming 
rollout of the web app next month, 
featuring documents and other 
exciting additions!



CALENDAR

View all upcoming races and their 
practical information.



NEWS

Stay updated with the 
organization’s news, tailored to 
offer practical insights for teams 
navigating the different racing 
circuits.




